A Golgi study on the nucleus sphericus of the striated snake, Elaphe quadrivirgata.
The intrinsic organization of the nucleus sphericus (NS) was studied in the striated snake using the rapid Golgi method. The NS is a large aggregation of cells located in the posterior portion of the telencephalon and is, as a whole, cup-shaped with its hilus oriented in the rostral direction. From the periphery inward, the following three concentric layers were discernible: a marginal layer, mural layer and hilar layer. The marginal layer consists of scattered cells extending dendrites internally toward the hilar layer and externally into the anterior commissure (AC). The mural layer contains densely packed polygonal neurons with dendrites extending internally into the hilar layer and externally toward the marginal layer. The hilar layer consists of scattered cells whose dendrites extend in a transverse direction, distributing mainly in the hilar layer. The axons of the neurons in the marginal and mural layers travel rostromedially, and some axons can be traced into the AC, while those of the neurons in the hilar layer run rostrally, and some are lost among fibers of the accessory olfactory tract (AOT). The afferents to the NS are derived mainly from the AOT and AC. The AOT fibers travel caudally in a thick bundle through the hilus and are distributed totally within the hilar layer, forming a dense fiber plexus. The AC fibers enter the nucleus from the rostromedial aspect and run in an arched course, emitting numerous fine short collaterals.